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COMMENTARY
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We read with interest the communications by Li et al1,2 and Chigr

et al,3 suggesting that the severe acute respiratory syndrome

coronavirus 2 (SARS‐CoV‐2) targets the brainstem and plays a

role in coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID‐19) respiratory failure.

Here, we hypothesize that asymptomatic hypoxemia (silent

hypoxemia) presented by COVID‐19 patients with severe pneu-

monia is related to a dysfunction of cortical rather than of sub-

cortical structures.

Patients with COVID‐19 seldom complain of dyspnea.4,5

Breathing control is a complex phenomenon. Sensory afferent in-

formation arising from chemoreceptors (sensing pH, PaO2, and

PaCO2), upper airways stretch receptors (sensing inflation or defla-

tion of the lungs), and chest wall mechanoreceptors (sensing muscles

tension and contraction) reach the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) in

the medulla oblongata. The NTS is the main autonomic brain center

involved in breathing control (master regulator); it processes and

projects the afferent signals to higher cortical centers, such as the

insula, and the sensory and motor cortices (integrated system).

Dyspnea is the subjective experience of breathing discomfort. It

results from complex mechanisms, especially from a mismatch be-

tween efferent motor commands from the central nervous system

(CNS) to the respiratory system, and afferent sensory informations

(eg, expected airflow, cage movements) from the respiratory system

to the CNS.6 The insular cortex is essential for conscious experience

of visceral perceptions elicited by interoceptive stimuli.7 Perception

of labored breathing involves the activation of the insula, insular

lesions are associated with blunted perception of dyspnea.8

SARS‐CoV‐2 is a β‐coronavirus, like HCoV‐OC43 and SARS‐CoV, to
which is structurally homologous. These viruses are potentially neu-

roinvasive2; hence, the neuroinvasive potential of SARS‐CoV‐2 is

probable. The olfactory disturbances common of COVID‐19 can be due

to virus‐induced neuronal damage in the olfactory bulb.9 Retrograde

axonal transport can then enable propagation of SARS‐CoV‐2 toward

the insula. Animal studies support this hypothesis: HCoV‐OC43 and

SARS‐CoV can reach the CNS via the olfactory bulb and cause neuronal

death10,11; moreover, the spreading of SARS‐CoV to cortical structures

occurs more rapidly compared to brainstem.

The virus could also entry the CNS via an hematogenous route,

of which endotheliitis can be the backbone.12 To note, brain tissue

highly express SARS‐CoV‐2 cell receptor, the angiotensin‐converting
enzyme 2.13

To conclude, we hypothesize that la belle indifference (ie, the

beautiful indifference) about breathlessness of COVID‐19 depends

on propagation of SARS‐CoV‐2 from the nose to the cortical regions,

and subsequent virus‐induced dysfunction. Isolated brainstem in-

volvement as the sole and unique center involved in COVID‐19 re-

spiratory failure seems unconvincing. Brainstem mechanisms

(necessary and sufficient to produce ventilator command and adapt it

to the needs of the body) seem unaffected, as suggested by a normal

to low pCO2 levels even in critically ill patients.6,14 Nevertheless,
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since brainstem conveys information to higher CNS structures in-

volved in breathing control, its dysfunction can affect this integrated

system and contribute to the respiratory symptoms (or their

absence) of COVID‐19 patients. Interestingly, peripheral afferents

could also play a role: virus‐induced C fibers dysfunction could con-

tribute to the absence of dyspnea in COVID‐19 pneumonia.5

La belle indifference is more than a wink to Charcot and Freud:

recent studies support a role of the insula (among other cortical

areas) in the unawareness described in functional disorders.15
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